In papers I and II of the present series [-Suortti, Pattison & Weyrich (1986) . J. Appl. Cryst. 19,[336][337][338][339][340][341][342][343][344][345][346][347][348][349][350][351][352] a treatment of the X-ray optics of elastically bent perfect crystals was given. These results are now used to optimize the design of an X-ray spectrometer for inelastic scattering experiments, i.e. for the study of Compton and X-ray Raman scattering. A spectrometer of this type has been constructed and tested. The intensity data and test spectra presented here provide a basis for evaluating the spectrometer performance. A comparison is made with conventional apparatus using a y-ray source and solid-state detector, as well as a crystal spectrometer operating with a synchrotron radiation source.
I. Introduction
Much of the experimental work in X-ray Compton scattering has been carried out using essentially the same technique as employed by Compton in his earliest measurements (Compton, 1923) , whereby radiation from an X-ray tube illuminates the sample directly, and the energy analysis of the inelastically scattered radiation is performed using a combination of planar crystal and scintillation counter mounted on a 0-20 scanning goniometer table. The scattering angle is defined using relatively coarse Soller slits with a divergence of several degrees positioned between the X-ray tube and sample, while the collimation of the scattered radiation depends upon the desired energy resolution of the spectrometer. When using, for example, the LiF 400 reflection to obtain an energy resolution, AE/E, of 3 x 10-3 for Mo K~ radiation, a collimation of about 0-1 ° is necessary. An additional collimator, also with 0" 1 ° angular divergence, is placed between analyzer and detector in order to reduce the background reaching the detector. Optimal intensity can only be achieved when the crystal rocking curve also matches the collimation of the slits, and this is generally achieved by grinding the reflecting surface of the analyzer. A description of this type of spectrometer has been given, for example, in the review of experi-*Permanent address: Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, Siltavuorenpenger 20D, SF-00170 Helsinki 17, Finland. mental Compton work by Weiss, Reed & Pattison (1977) .
There are several major drawbacks in this spectrometer design. First, the primary radiation reaching the sample contains the entire spectrum of radiation produced by the X-ray tube, i.e. all characteristic lines of the target which can be excited by the chosen potential, in particular the K~ and K/~ lines with their multiplet structure, together with the Bremsstrahlung continuum. These components all contribute to the spectrum of inelastically scattered radiation, producing a superposition of the various Compton peaks on a broad background. The presence of this continuum of scattered radiation underneath every measured Compton profile makes a reliable background subtraction extremely difficult, while the separation of the K~I, ~z doublet contribution during the data analysis results in an unwelcome increase in the statistical error. One must conclude that the task of isolating the Compton profile produced by the K~I line is, at best, problematical. The second major drawback is the low intensity of the scattered radiation reaching the detector, which is rarely more than a few counts per second in the Compton peak. This arises mainly from the very small angular acceptance of the spectrometer, which is a factor of 30 to 40 times lower than the scattering-angle divergence which can be tolerated in a Compton-profile measurement. Since it is necessary to collect many millions of counts in each profile, measuring times of the order of days or even weeks are typical. This long time scale implies not only a severe restriction on the quantity of good data which can be collected, but also presents problems concerning the long-term stability and reproducibility of the combined generator, spectrometer and detector.
The aim of the present work is to apply our knowledge of bent-crystal X-ray optics described in papers I and II (Suortti, Pattison & Weyrich, 1986) to improve the efficiency of X-ray Compton spectrometers. This is achieved by collecting and analyzing radiation scattered over several degrees, instead of the 0.1 ° divergence accepted in a flat-crystal spectrometer. This gain in efficiency enables us both to include a monochromator stage and to achieve a time scale for X-ray Compton measurements of one or two days per profile. At current levels of experimental accuracy, a minimum of about 107 counts in each Compton profile should be collected before performing an analysis of the data. One can immediately conclude that a mean count rate of the order of 100 counts s-1 must be achieved. Lower count rates lead either to prohibitively long measuring times or else the information contained in the Compton profile will be hidden by the large statistical error. The energy resolution of the spectrometer largely determines the momentum resolution of the final Compton profile. Since a momentum resolution of around 0"5 a.u.* (FWHM) can readily be obtained using the combination of 7-ray source and solid-state detector (see e.g. Weiss, Reed & Pattison, 1977) , it is important to design a spectrometer which improves significantly on this figure. A momentum resolution of 0-25 a.u., already a factor of two better than the y-ray experiment, implies an energy resolution of about 60 eV for the case of Mo Ks1 primary radiation and a scattering angle of 170 °. It is clear that an optimized combination of high brightness and moderate energy resolution is required, using, as far as possible, conventional (i.e. economical) X-ray equipment.
It is important to emphasize that the idea of using focusing optics is by no means new. A multicrystal spectrometer was in operation for Compton studies over 50 years ago (DuMond & Kirkpatrick, 1930) , where the adjustment of many individual calcite crystals demanded considerable experimental skill. Das Gupta (1962) measured the elastic, Compton and X-ray Raman scattering from samples of lithium, boron and LiF using Cu Ks radiation and a curvedquartz-crystal spectrometer. The attempt, reported in the same work, to include a curved-crystal monochromator was unsuccessful, owing to the extremely weak intensity recorded on the photographic film. A similar spectrometer using Mo Ks radiation was designed by Loupias (1978) for measurements of the Compton profile of water, again using film as the recording medium. The film was later replaced by a position-sensitive proportional counter in a Compton spectrometer using synchrotron radiation Loupias, Petiau, Issolah & Schneider, 1980) . Many focusing X-ray spectrometers have been constructed for other applications, particularly for spectrochemical analysis. Useful review articles include those published by Blokhin (1965) , Cauchois & Bonnelle (1975) and, for 7-ray applications, by Knowles (1979) . The use of focusing monochromators is also widespread, and the various types of bent-crystal geometries have been described by Witz (1969) , who also reviews their historical development.
In the following section we describe the combination of X-ray tube and monochromator which, for our purposes, delivers the maximum intensity of Ks~ radiation onto the sample with the minimum of con-*See Appendix for definition of a.u. tamination from Ks 2 and Bremsstrahlung. We next discuss the most suitable types of spectrometer for Compton measurements, and give a detailed description of the design which we have selected. Experimental data for various samples are then presented, and the performance of the spectrometer is assessed. A comparison with other Compton spectrometers follows, together with a discussion of the areas of application for this type of spectrometer.
X-ray source and monochromator
We limit our considerations to conventional sources of X-rays, by which we mean sealed-tube units for diffraction or spectroscopy applications operating with 60 or 100 kV generators. These tubes are available with various anode materials and geometries. However, the aim of introducing a monochromator stage, in order to select the Ks1 radiation, effectively limits our choice of X-ray source to diffraction tubes in which the narrow line focus allows us to resolve the sl/s 2 doublet in a focusing geometry. The spectroscopy tube can be run at higher power and higher tube voltage than the diffraction tube, but its large anode area (typically 30-40 mm 2) makes the task of monochromating the primary radiation more difficult.
Photoabsorption arising from the atomic photoeffect can severely reduce the intensity of Comptonscattered radiation which is able to leave the sample, particularly at longer wavelengths and for heavier materials. Between the absorption edges, the photoeffect cross section varies with wavelength, 2, and atomic number, Z, roughly as ,~3 and Z 45. It is therefore important to choose an anode material whose characteristic lines have a short wavelength. Unfortunately, the limited tube voltage in turn sets a limit on the maximum available flux from the X-ray tube. In practice, the choice is between Cu, Mo, Ag and W anodes; however, the K-shell excitation voltage for W (69"5 kV) is too high for standard diffraction tubes. Cu Ks radiation, which is in general use for diffraction work, is unsuitable for most Compton measurements because of very high photoabsorption in the samples. In addition, the energy transfer of only 200-300 eV in the region of the Compton peak leads to difficulties in extracting a reliable Compton profile from the measured energy-loss spectrum [see e.g. the discussion by Platzman & Tzoar (1977) ]. The decision whether to use Mo or Ag depends upon several factors. Although Ag has the shorter wavelength, the Mo tube can be run at power levels some 30% higher than the Ag tube, and the Ks photon flux from Mo is further enhanced by the lower excitation voltage (20-0kV for Mo compared with 25-5 kV for Ag). Furthermore, as will later be discussed in more detail, the geometrical requirements of the spectrometer are somewhat easier to fulfil for Mo than for Ag radiation. We have therefore selected the Mo tube for the present design.
If we consider a typical case of a monochromator whose chosen reflection makes a Bragg angle for Mo K~ of around 10 °, then the angular difference between Mo Kct 1 and K~ 2 radiation is about 0.06 °, which is equivalent to a width of 0.13 mm at 120 mm (a typical anode-monochromator distance). A normal-focus tube with a focal size of 1.0 x 10.0 mm has an effective focal width of 0" 1 mm at a 6 ° take-off angle, whereas a fine-focus tube with a focal size of 0.4 x 8"0 mm has an effective focal width of 0.04 mm at the same take-off angle. It is therefore advisable to select a fine-focus tube if the 0~ 2 component is to be eliminated. The higher brilliance of the fine-focus tube, arising from the much smaller focal area, is an additional advantage. The usual power ratings are 2.0 and 2"4 kW for fine-focus and normal-focus Mo tubes, respectively. Typical running conditions with a finefocus Mo tube are 55 kV and 35 mA. The long finefocus variant which has recently become available (focal size 0.4 × 12.0 mm) can be operated at power ratings of 3 kW. A comparison between the performances of a standard fine-focus and a long fine-focus Xray tube will be given below.
In making the choice of monochromator material, we have been guided by the arguments presented in paper II, whereby the optimum crystal should have high reflectivity for Mo K~ X-rays, should reflect reasonably uniformly across the surface of the bent crystal, and should provide an angular range of reflectivity ('rocking curve') which can be matched to the source. Elastically bent perfect crystals can fulfil all of these requirements and, in addition, silicon is readily available in the form of large high-purity perfect single crystals. Silicon also has good mechanical strength, and is flexible enough for our purposes. Quartz is another suitable candidate as monochromator, and should give a somewhat higher flux for Mo K~ than silicon. However, it is difficult to obtain large quartz single crystals of sufficient quality, and it also transmits almost double the amount of Mo K~2 component compared with silicon (see paper II, Table 1 ).
The Johann geometry (cylindrically bent) is only an approximation to the Johansson geometry (cylindrically ground and bent), and there are always geometrical aberrations present in the Johann case. These aberrations restrict the useful equatorial opening of the monochromator, which, in turn, limits the available flux. The task of cylindrically grinding, etching and polishing single crystals of silicon presents technical problems for a university laboratory, while commercially available Johansson monochromators are expensive. We therefore favor the logarithmic spiral geometry, where no surface treatment is necessary. Unfortunately, the logarithmic spiral monochromator does not produce a true focus, but rather a pseudo-focus on the caustic. This broadening of the pseudo-focus also sets a limit on the maximum useful equatorial opening. Nevertheless, for the same equatorial opening, the flux from the logarithmic spiral monochromator is higher than from a Johann crystal. The width of the pseudo-focus is also an important parameter in the design of the spectrometer, and will be discussed in the next section.
The chosen Si 220 reflection has a Bragg angle of 10.644 ° for Mo Kct x radiation. A window of 5 mm width and 10 mm height positioned at a distance of 70 mm from the line-focus anode (immediately following the Be exit window of the tube mounting) defines the total equatorial opening angle seen by the monochromator. In our case this opening angle was +2 °. This window is also used to fix the mean take-off angle from the X-ray tube, which was chosen to be 4 °. A smaller take-off angle yields lower intensity, owing to self-absorption in the anode, while the use of a larger take-off angle results in an increase in the optical width of the anode as seen from the monochromator. This lowers the brilliance of the X-ray source and, at the same time, makes the separation of the ~1 and ~2 components more difficult. In order to make use of the full opening angle of 4 °, the monochromator has a length of 50 mm centered at a distance of 120 mm from the anode.
The logarithmic spiral curvature is defined by the function p = b exp(~z), where p is the distance of the monochromator crystal from the source, ~ is the cotangent of the Bragg angle for the chosen reflection, and "r is the sum of Bragg and take-off angles. The constant b is fixed by the requirement that the center of the monochromator should lie at a distance of 120 mm from the focus of the spiral for the mean takeoff angle of 4 °. The monochromator holder consists of a brass block with a channel 15 mm high for the X-ray beam. The monochromator crystal itself lies on two curved surfaces each 6 mm wide on each side of the open channel. These surfaces are milled to the desired curvature using a numerically controlled milling machine. The total area of the monochromator is thus 27 x 50 mm, and it has a thickness of 0-36 mm. The mean curvature of the spiral corresponds to a bending radius of about 600 mm, which is achieved using a 1 mm thick spring-steel backing plate and a total of ten screws positioned at 10 mm intervals along each of the two curved surfaces. The steel plate serves to distribute the load from the screws, thus avoiding fracture of the monochromator during bending. The monochromator housing sits on a rotation table, which in turn is fixed to an arm whose axis of rotation lies directly under the anode. In this way it is possible both to center the monochromator in the beam, and to rotate it to the correct Bragg angle for Mo K~1 radiation.
The adjustment of the monochromator is performed by hand using an X-ray phosphor screen at a generator setting of 2 mA and 32 kV. The problem of obtaining a reliable measure of the high flux at the operational settings of 35 mA and 55 kV is solved by using a powder reflection, in this case from a calibrated Mo powder sample. Such calibrated samples are available on request from one of the authors (PS) in connection with the IUCr Powder Intensity Project (see also Suortti & Jennings, 1977) . The Mo reflections 611,532 appear at a convenient scattering angle of 88"00 ° for Mo K~I radiation, and are separated by almost 3 ° from the reflections 600,442 at 85-08 ° and 620 at 90-91 °. The Mo powder sample was placed at a distance of 110 mm from the center of the monochromator (at the position of the pseudo-focus) where the beam has a height of 25 mm and a total width of 0-8 mm (a FWHM of 0.4 mm). The powder sample was positioned symmetrically to the incoming and scattered beams, and the reflection pair 611,532 was located and its intensity measured using an intrinsic Ge solid-state detector (SSD). Owing to the large angular divergence of the beam from the monochromator, it was necessary to insert an additional slit immediately after the monochromator (in order to be able to isolate the contribution from the 611,532 reflections). This slit was then translated through the beam, and the resulting contributions summed over the total monochromatic beam. A vertical slit in front of the detector intercepted the powder reflection over an azimuthal angle of 4 ° . For this geometry, the ratio of reflected to primary intensity for the Mo 611,532 pair for Mo K~I radiation is 4.0 x 10-6. This factor reduces the intensity registered by the detector to a level which can be measured without difficulty. After taking into account the 78% efficiency of the SSD for Mo K~ radiation, the total intensity in the monochromatic beam at operational running conditions of 35 mA and 55 kV was measured as 5"3 × 10 9 photons s-a. As we will later show, the ratio of ~2 to ~a radiation in the monochromatic beam is 0.10, in good agreement with the predicted ratio (see Part II, Table 1 ). Thus the Mo K~ I intensity on the sample is 4.8 × 10 9 photons s-1, and the brightness is 2.4 x 108 photons s-a mm-2. The estimated reliability of these figures is _+ 5%.
In comparing our measured intensity with the predictions given in paper II (Table 1) , the performance of the monochromator is clearly worse than expected. Despite the larger azimuthal and equatorial opening angles, the integrated flux on the sample is lower than that predicted in paper II. This can arise from an error in the estimated flux produced by the X-ray tube (which is notoriously difficult to measure), or else the efficiency of the monochromator is lower than expected. We feel that deviation from the correct curvature of the monochromator itself is most probably the reason for the lower measured flux, since that part of the crystal in the open channel where the X-ray beam is reflected is not constrained to lie precisely on the required curve. The problem of anticlastic bending, for example, where a cylindrically bent crystal spontaneously bends in the orthogonal direction, has been discussed by Batterman & Berman (1983) in connection with the design of monochromators for synchrotron radiation. In addition, certain simplifying assumptions were made in paper II, where, for example, a rectangular source function was assumed and the effects of vertical divergence were ignored. If we take the estimated value of the flux from the X-ray tube to be correct, then the efficiency of our Si(220) monochromator is about 10% compared with the ideal figure of 33% calculated in paper II.
In order to provide an additional check on this result, the SSD was used together with a set of filters (two Mo foils and an Nb foil, each of 0-25 mm thickness). With the foils fixed to the entrance window of the SSD, it was possible to measure the ratio of Mo Ks radiation before and after the monochromator stage using generator settings of 3 mA and 40 kV. After taking into account the fact that the Mo Ks doublet (which cannot be resolved by the SSD) contains 33% ~2 before the monochromator and 9% afterwards, we obtained a figure for the efficiency of the monochromator of 15(1)%. Given the uncertainty in the estimates of the flux from the X-ray tube, this result is consistent with the value measured using the calibrated powder sample. It may therefore be possible that a better design of the monochromator could yield as much as a factor-of-two improvement in the flux landing on the sample.
The above values may be compared with the flux available from synchrotron radiation sources. On the non-focusing beam line from the X-ray ring at LURE, which was used for the Compton-profile measurements performed by and by Loupias, Petiau, Issolah & Schneider (1980) , the intensity of the radiation incident on the sample at 10.390 keV was given as 1.0 x 10 9 photons s-1 on to 75mm 2, and hence the brightness was 1-3 × l0 T photons s -1 mm -2 Although it is not explicitly explained in the text, these measurements were probably performed using an ionization chamber, and there would be a large uncertainty in this figure owing to the difficulty in accurately calibrating the ionization chamber. Unfortunately, in later Compton measurements performed at LURE using radiation of 12-858 keV (Loupias, Chomilier & Gu6rard, 1984) , no figures are given for the intensity of monochromatic radiation reaching the sample.
Spectrometer design
The many variations for performing a wavelength analysis using cylindrical curved-crystal X-ray optics can broadly be categorized under the headings of reflection or transmission geometry in scanning or dispersive modes. In each case it is possible to choose a symmetrical or asymmetrical geometry, depending upon whether or not the reflection planes are parallel (reflection) or perpendicular (transmission) to the surface of the crystal. Some of these geometries are better known as Johann or Johansson (reflection, scanning), Cauchois (transmission, dispersive) or DuMond (transmission, scanning). Since it is also necessary to choose an appropriate crystal type, reflection and bending radius, it is clear that a careful optimization is necessary.
The first, and probably most critical, practical decision is whether to employ the scanning or dispersive geometry (although the efficiencies of the two modes of operation are equal in principle, as shown in paper II). The following guidelines are important in making this decision. The Compton profile must be measured over a momentum range of about +5 a.u. and the momentum resolution should be 0.2 a.u. or better, i.e. the ratio of full range to resolution element is roughly 50:1. This means, for example, that when a profile is dispersed over a position scale of 25 mm, then the resolution element should be narrower than 0-5 mm. In addition, it is necessary to measure the intensity in each resolution element in the peak of the profile with a statistical accuracy of much better than 1% (which implies a total count of about 10 7 under the Compton profile). This requirement is very severe, and has critical consequences for the desired linearity, homogeneity, efficiency and stability of the spectrometer.
In the dispersive mode, the stationary construction clearly simplifies the experiment. Unfortunately, the requirements of an ideal position-sensitive detector (PSD), i.e. large area, high efficiency and good position resolution, cannot, at present, be fulfilled. Commercially available X-ray PSD's are based on the operating principle of a gas-filled proportional counter with a resistive-wire position encoder. When these detectors are positioned perpendicular to the direction of the incoming radiation, resolution figures of 0"2-0"3 mm over a length of 20-30 mm can readily be achieved. However, owing to low X-ray absorption in the counter gas, it is necessary to employ detectors with gas chambers several millimetres thick, which leads to serious parallax problems. The requirement that the detector is positioned tangential to the Rowland (focusing) circle and at right angles to the X-ray beam can only be satisfied in the special case that the diffracted beam leaves the analyzer crystal perpendicular to the crystal surface. This would be the case, for example, in the symmetrical reflection geometry when the Bragg angle is close to 90 °. This requirement, which arises solely from the performance characteristics of this type of PSD, is a serious limitation on the freedom to optimize the experimental geometry. The efficiency of the proportional counters, even when filled with Kr or Xe gas at pressures of 10-15 bar, is not more than 30-40% for Mo Ks radiation. The height of the detecting surface is typically about 10 mm. It is often the case that the height of the X-ray image on the Rowland circle is, for example, 10 cm (since the focusing occurs only in the scattering plane). Thus the PSD has a relative efficiency of only 3-4% compared with the performance of a 10cm high detector with 100% efficiency. Much of the advantage of simultaneous data collection in a dispersive geometry is lost because of this poor detection efficiency. One must further consider that the homogeneity and linearity of this type of PSD depend critically on the properties of the resistive wire. Over longer periods of irradiation one must expect a deterioration in the detector characteristics owing to wire damage. For these reasons (parallax, efficiency, homogeneity, linearity and stability), we have decided to adopt the scanning geometry using a large-area scintillation counter instead of the dispersive geometry with a PSD. However, it should be emphasized that this decision is based upon the technical properties of currently available X-ray PSD's. It can be expected that improved solid-state detectors (using, for example, micro-channel plates, charge-coupled devices or photodiode arrays) will become available over the next few years, and this could favor the use of a dispersive geometry.
As discussed in the previous section, the surface grinding, etching and polishing necessary for the preparation of the Johansson crystal geometry presents problems for a university laboratory. We have therefore limited our consideration to the cylindrically bent geometry without surface treatment of the crystal. The logarithmic spiral geometry, as employed in the monochromator stage, is wavelength selective for a given spiral and cannot therefore be employed as an analyzer without continuously adjusting the bending. For the scanning mode, the two possible configurations, Johann (reflection) and DuMond (transmission), are illustrated in Fig. 1 . In the Johann geometry, it is possible to position an efficient detector behind a narrow slit, whereas in the DuMond spectrometer it is necessary to employ a large open detector close to the analyzer. Even if a set of collimating Soller slits are positioned between analyzer and detector in the DuMond spectrometer, it is very difficult to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio. The high background comes primarily from the radiation incoherently scattered in the analyzer (Compton and thermal diffuse scattering). On the other hand, the 'Johann' aberration in the DuMond geometry is small, and it is therefore possible to employ large analyzer crystals (with correspondingly large solid angles) without seriously degrading the resolution. However, the signal-to-noise criterion is particularly important in Compton-scattering experiments. The ratio of peak intensity to background should be of the order of 100:1, or better, in order to have a tolerable signal-tobackground ratio in the wings of the Compton profile. Indeed, this was one of the most pressing reasons for introducing the monochromator stage, since the presence of a Bremsstrahlung continuum under the characteristic lines implies that, without a monochromator, the ratio of Compton peak intensity to background can never be better than about 10:1. We have therefore opted for the Johann spectrometer, although, in principle, higher fluxes can be expected for the DuMond case (since low-order high-intensity reflections can be used without necessarily sacrificing resolution).
The critical performance parameters for the spectrometer are the intensity and energy resolution. We will first estimate the count rates which can be expected for various Johann spectrometer designs. As mentioned in the Introduction, a time scale of one or two days for a profile with 10 ~ counts implies that a mean count rate, nav~, of the order of 100 counts s-1 at the detector must be achieved. We have chosen a 1 mm thick LiF sample as a reference and a scattering angle, q~, of 165 °. The measured incident Mo K~ flux, no, on the sample is 5"3 x 10 9 photons s -1 The Compton scattered flux, nc, landing on the analyzer is given by
where (dtr/dt2)c is the differential Compton-scattering cross section per unit length for the given sample, scattering angle and photon energy, T~f e is the effective thickness of the sample, and f2 a is the solid angle subtended by the analyzer. We have measured the intensity of Comptonscattered photons landing on an intrinsic Ge SSD under normal operating conditions using a 1 mm LiF sample. With an aperture of 3 x 12 mm at a distance of 390mm from the sample (a solid angle of 2.36 x 10 -4 sr) at a scattering angle of 165 °, the measured Compton intensity after taking into account the efficiency of the SSD was 7-1 x 10 3 counts S -1. This result, taken together with the measured value for n o , yields a differential Compton cross section, (dtr/df2)c, of 0"057 cm-1 sr-1. This is close to our earlier estimate of the Compton cross section for LiF and Mo K~I radiation of 0.052 cm-1 sr-1 (see paper II, Table 2 ).
In Table 1 we have collected some operating parameters for various spectrometers. We have assumed in each case an analyzer bending radius, p, of 823 mm and a surface area of 50 x 50 mm, using the 400, 440 or 444 reflections of silicon. This choice of p is somewhat arbitrary, but a much smaller value of p would result in poor resolution, while a much larger p would yield too little intensity (since the focusing occurs only in the scattering plane). The flux of Compton-scattered photons from the 1 mm thick LiF sample which reach the analyzer, n o is between 2 x 105 and 4 x 105 photons s-1, depending upon the chosen reflection. This radiation contains the complete energy spectrum of elastically and inelastically scattered photons, and must be analyzed by performing a step scan with the analyzer crystal. A detailed calculation of the count rate at the detector is given in paper II, § 3(a). The average flux is
where PA is the integrated reflection for the chosen reflection (assumed, for the moment, to be wavelength independent) and AOA = 02 --01 is the full angular range of the scan.
We have taken a scan range, AOa, which corresponds to three times the Compton shift, in order to obtain an adequate measure of the background. In calculating nave, we have assumed that there are no intensity losses following the analyzer stage, i.e. that the detector is 100% efficient and is large enough to catch all of the photons selected by the analyzer. It can be seen from Table 1 that all three geometries deliver sufficient intensity for the Compton experiment, although Si(444) is at the lower limit.
The decision concerning the optimum configuration also depends upon the required resolution. The wavelength or energy resolution is obtained by differentiating the Bragg relation 32/2 = 6E/E = 6e cot(0A) , (3) where 6e is the width of the angular resolution function, G(e), as discussed in paper II, § 3(b). As we have earlier shown, the angular broadening arising from the bending of the crystal planes ('rocking curve') makes, for our geometry, a relatively small contribution to G(e). The Johann and axial aberrations are more critical, particularly at small Bragg angles, resulting in a tail on both sides of the resolution function. However, the dominant contribution to the resolution arises from the projected width of the scattering volume, which, in turn, depends upon the width of the pseudo-focus produced by the logarithmic spiral monochromator. For our monochromator geometry, the FWHM of the focal line at the sample position is 0.4 mm. In Table 1 we give the resulting energy broadening, fiE, and the equivalent resolution function width, 6q, on a momentum scale. (The relationship between energy and momentum scales is given in the Appendix.) In order to achieve our goal of around 0.2 a.u. momentum resolution, it is necessary to use the Si(444) reflection. Although a larger bending radius, p, would improve the resolution for the Si(440) geometry, this would be at the cost of intensity (unless very large analyzer crystals become available). Furthermore, since the focusing only occurs in the scattering plane, an increase in p implies that a still larger detector would be required.
The spectrometer is operated in symmetric geometry with a fixed sample position. This implies that the analyzer crystal must be both rotated and translated, in order that the sample-to-analyzer distance, Pa, is always equal to p sin OA. The analyzer-to-detector distance must also be held equal to p sin OA, if the detector is to remain on the Rowland circle. The analyzer is translated along a line which defines a mean scattering angle of 165 ° . The scan range is from 0-70 to 0-84 A, corresponding to an analyzer rotation from a OA value of 26"18 to 32"34 ° and a translation from a p value of 363 to 440 mm. For a spectrum with 512 points, the corresponding step intervals are 0.012 ° and 0-15 mm. Earlier spectrometers of this type were constructed with elegant mechanical coupling to ensure that the analyzer and detector movements fulfil the above requirements (see e.g. Sandstr6m, 1957) . For our spectrometer we have opted for the solution of attaching the analyzer and detector to separate translation tables with stepmotor drives under computer control. This gives maximum flexibility in operating the spectrometer, which is particularly useful in the design and testing stage, but implies an additional financial and manpower cost in developing both hardware and software for the stepmotor controls. A sketch of the final spectrometer design, together with the monochromator stage, is shown in Fig. 2 .
The standard measuring chain i-detector, amplifier, A/D converter and multichannel analyser (MCA)] must be linked to the stepmotor controls, so that the count accumulated for a set time at any given position in the scan is stored in the corresponding channel in the MCA. The present spectrometer has four stepmotor drives; the rotation and translation movements of the analyzer are critical for optimizing the intensity and resolution of the spectrometer, while the translation of the detector on an X-Y table serves only to follow the focus of the analyzer crystal. A fixed slit (14 mm wide) at a distance of 190 mm from the sample selects the radiation scattered through an angle of 165(2) °, which then lands on the exposed 50 x 50 mm surface of the curved analyzer crystal. The curvature of the crystal is achieved with the aid of a commercial diamond-milled copper mirror of 75 mm diameter with a spherical curvature of 823 mm radius. A 75 mm diameter silicon single-crystal plate of 0.36 mm thickness cut parallel to the (111) planes is held against the mirror under atmospheric pressure by evacuating the volume between crystal plate and mirror. A pressure of one atmosphere is sufficient to achieve the required curvature. The spherical curvature of the analyzer presents no disadvantages for our spectrometer, and indeed reduces somewhat the vertical divergence of the scattered beam. The radiation selected by the analyzer passes through a further slit (5 mm wide) positioned immediately in front of a 75 mm diameter NaI(T1) scintillation counter. Slit and detector move together on the X-Y table, following the path of the focus on the Rowland circle. The focal line, which has a width of 1 mm and a height of 110 mm, is slightly curved (owing to the spherical curvature of the analyzer crystal). Photographs taken with X-ray film (exposure time of 5 h), at various positions between the detector and analyzer, show that the reflectivity is very uniform over the surface of the analyzer crystal. The efficiency of the scintillation counter is close to 100% over the full range of the scan, and the energy resolution for Mo Ks radiation is about 30%. In order to reduce the intensity of stray fluorescent radiation in the spectrometer, we have employed cadmium foils instead of lead for shielding and slit construction. Cadmium has the advantage of a lower fluorescence excitation cross section for Mo Ks radiation, compared with lead, and it is also possible to suppress much of the background by discrimination in the detector electronics.
Spectrometer performance
To calibrate the energy scale and resolution of the spectrometer, it is useful to measure the spectrum of fluorescence radiation from a suitable material. We have employed an yttrium foil for this purpose. The yttrium Compton band from inelastically scattered radiation is too weak to be seen in this measurement. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 , using generator settings of 20 mA and 50 kV. The fluorescence count rates are high, allowing a spectrum to be scanned at a rate of, say, 5 s/channel, corre- sponding to a scan period of about 40 min. The scan is linear in 0a, the angular setting of the analyzer crystal, to better than 0"1% (or half a channel) over the full range of 512 channels. Care must be taken to ensure that the surface of the Y foil and the analyzer crystal are oriented perpendicular to the equatorial (scattering) plane of the spectrometer, and that the foil is positioned both at the pseudo-focus of the monochromator and on the Rowland circle of the analyzer. The initial alignment of the analyzer and its axis of translation is best performed optically using a cathetometer, while the final adjustment can be made on the basis of optimizing the resolution and line shape in the observed spectrum. The measured FWHM resolutions of the Mo Ks 1 and Y Ksl lines shown in Fig. 3 are 40 eV and 25 eV, respectively, which are very close to the resolution expected for a 0.4 mm focal line width on the sample (see Table 1 ). Note that the energy resolution improves across the spectrum according to the E cot(0A)re relation given in (3), whereby the angular divergence 6e becomes smaller at lower energies (longer wavelengths) owing to the increasing distance between sample and analyzer. From the inset in Fig. 3 showing the elastic lines on an expanded intensity scale, it is clear that the Mo K% component in the incident beam has been strongly suppressed by the monochromator crystal. The ratio of a2 to a~ radiation delivered by the monochromator can be deduced from the relative intensities of the elastic lines, which were measured as 0"10(1).
In Fig. 4 we show the raw spectrum of elastically and inelastically scattered radiation from an LiF singlecrystal slice of 1 mm thickness oriented with the scattering vector perpendicular to the (100) plane. The sample was large enough to use the full 25 mm height of the focal line from the monochromator. The measuring time for the complete spectrum was 28 h (corresponding to 200 s/channel) at generator settings of 35 mA and 55 kV, during which a total of almost 8 x 10 6 counts were collected in the Compton profile, resulting in a mean count rate, nave, of 75 counts s-i. The count rate at the Compton peak was 375 counts s-1, with a signal-to-background ratio of 30:1. The energy resolution at the position of the Mo K~I line was 46 eV. The increase in the energy resolution relative to the elastic line from the yttrium foil arises from the penetration of the radiation into the 1 mm thick LiF sample, which broadens the effective width of the focal line. The result for nav e is lower than the expected intensity of 92 counts s-1 given in Table 1 . This is because the 75 mm height of the detector is not enough to observe all of the photons reflected by the analyzer. The corresponding measured values of nave for a representative selection of samples is given in Table 2 , where it can readily be seen that increasing the atomic number of the sample leads to a dramatic reduction in the measured count rates. We have included in Table 2 the count rates which have been measured using an improved version of the spectrometer (version II). In the new version, the 75 mm diameter scintillation detector and 2 kW fine-focus X-ray tube have been replaced by a 125 mm diameter detector and 3 kW long fine-focus tube. As can be seen from Table 2 , the new version produces almost a factor of two improvement in the measured intensity.
In practice all measurements are repeated at least once, in order to check the reproducibility of the data. This is particularly important in our spectrometer, since we do not monitor the intensity of the radiation landing on the sample. Fluctuations in the X-ray intensity produced by the combined generator and fine-focus tube during the 24 h measuring period would falsify the observed spectrum. The use of a highly stabilized generator together with temperature regulation of the cooling water for the tube minimizes such fluctuations. Repeated measurements have shown that the reproducibility of the spectra is within the present level of statistical accuracy. This also serves to confirm the mechanical stability of the spectrometer itself. In order to investigate the influence of multiple scattering in the present experimental arrangement, we have also performed a comparative measurement on LiF with samples of 1 mm and 0.5 mm thickness. After background subtraction and normalization, there were no significant differences between these two spectra.
A major advantage of focusing X-ray optics, compared with the conventional Compton spectrometer, is the high brilliance of the beam at the focus. This implies that measurements can be carried out even when the samples are relatively small. This is particularly important for single-crystal measurements, where it is not always possible to obtain large crystals. In Figs. 5(a) and (b) we show examples of Compton spectra from sodium azide, NaN 3. It is difficult to obtain large single crystals of NAN3, which typically grow in solution as platelets of about 1 cm 2 area and 0-5 mm thickness. As can readily be seen from the experimental spectra, the present statistical accuracy is quite adequate for revealing the striking Comptonprofile anisotropy in this system.
Discussion
The present results demonstrate the good performance of this type of X-ray Compton spectrometer. The momentum resolution in the experimental Compton profile is about a factor of two better than the best figures achieved using the combination of 7-ray source and solid-state detector, while the intensities are sufficient to allow measurements to be carried out on a time scale of one or two days per profile. However, owing to the low energy of the radiation source, photoabsorption in the sample can give rise to severe intensity problems. The cross section for the photoabsorption of Mo Ks radiation in silicon, for example, is a factor of 30 larger than the Compton-scattering cross section. This implies, in practice, that measurements on samples containing elements heavier than, say, aluminium or silicon cannot be carried out on a realistic time scale using Mo Kct radiation. This handicap is not quite so severe when using Ag Kct radiation, although it is unlikely that the transition metals can be measured successfully with this radiation. The photoeffect cross section for calcium at 22 keV is already a factor of 50 larger than the Compton cross section. However, test measurements have shown that the lower photoabsorption for Ag K~ radiation, compared with Mo K~, fully compensates for the lower intensity delivered by the Ag fine-focus tube. The ideal energy for X-ray experiments would be around 40-60 keV, which suggests the use of W K~x radiation at 59.310 keV. Owing to the high excitation potential for W Ks X-rays, it would be necessary to employ tube voltages of 120 kV or higher before a useful flux were available. The high-energy Bremsstrahlung background produced by such a tube imposes additional problems, while new optimization criteria would imply a complete change of spectrometer geometry. Nevertheless, we feel that the benefits provided by a high-energy X-ray source warrant the experimental effort necessary to overcome these practical difficulties.
Synchrotron radiation sources offer promising prospects for Compton experiments in the energy range above 40 keV. Up to now, very few Comptonprofile measurements have been carried out using synchrotron radiation, but a comparison with the results from LURE in Paris is possible. The aim of these experiments was also to overcome the resolution barrier presented by the solid-state detector, and for this reason a crystal spectrometer was employed. The measurements were carried out in Cauchois geometry using a position-sensitive gas-filled proportional counter at photon energies between 10 and 13 keV. The integral Compton count rates of about 3 counts s-1 from a 2 mm thick LiF sample ), 28 counts s -~ from a 3 mm thick Be sample (Loupias, Petiau, Issolah & Schneider, 1980 ) and 10 counts s -1 from a 5 mm thick graphite sample (Loupias, Chomilier & Gurrard, 1984) are too low for quantitative Compton work, particularly when one considers the limited time available on synchrotron beam lines. The low energy of the available radiation and the correspondingly high photoabsorption cross sections in the sample accounts, of course, for the poor intensity figures. However, recent improvements in the performance of the LURE synchrotron and spectrometer have raised the expected count rates by a factor of 16 (Loupias, 1985) . This would bring the count rate for a 1 mm thick Be sample to 150 counts s-1 and for a 1 mm thick LiF sample to 50 counts s-1. These count rates are then comparable to those achieved with the present spectrometer (see Table 2 ).
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APPENDIX
The atomic unit (a.u.) of linear momentum is Po = h/ao=l'99289x 1024kg m s -1. If an electron momentum, p, is given 'in a.u.', P/Po is meant. In the Compton experiment the momentum scale, q, can be expressed in terms of the primary and secondary photon energies, wl = hcol and w 2 = ha92, respectively, and the scattering angle, q~. With ~-1 _-137.036, g h = hE/ma 2 = 27"2117 eV = 4.35983 x 10-18 j and mc 2 = ot-2E h = 511"004 keV, we can write the following useful relationships: 
